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Elaine Russo Martin has been a very busy person since assuming the position of Director of The Lamar Soutter Library. The SoutteReview recently caught up with Elaine to get some of her first impressions regarding her new position and some of her visions for the future of the Medical Library.

SR: Can you give us some background about yourself?

EM: Sure. I grew up in Providence, Rhode Island. I have a BA in English from Boston University and an MA in English from the University of Chicago. My M.S.L.S. (library science degree) is from the Catholic University of America in Washington, D.C. I am presently a doctoral student in library science at Simmons College.

SR: A native New Englander! What did you miss most about this region when you left?

EM: Most of all, I missed my family and my friends. However, I have truly enjoyed the many diverse experiences that I have had in my library positions, especially the people that I’ve encountered. In my career, I’ve been on both the coasts and in the middle of the country, and I have enjoyed that immensely.

SR: What are your experiences in the library field?

EM: I have always been a medical librarian. My first job was as a Reference Librarian at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville, where I worked for two years. My husband was then transferred to Washington, D.C. and I worked at George Washington University for eight years. I held a variety of positions of increasing responsibility. First, I was a User Education Librarian, which meant that I did quite a bit of teaching. I then became head of the Reference Department, and finally Assistant Director for Information and Instruction Services. From there we moved to Washington State where I became the Associate Director for Clinical Research and Education Services at the University of Washington Medical Library in Seattle. It was there that I received my experience in IAIMS (Integrated Advanced Information Management Systems) and in grant writing. The last job I had prior to coming to UMass was as the Director of the Medical Library of the University of Illinois in Chicago, where I also served as Director of the Regional Medical Library for the Midwest, funded by the National Library of Medicine (NLM).

SR: You have had extensive experience in grant writing. What importance do you place on grants for the library and for the UMass community?

EM: I strongly believe that it is important for the library to obtain grants...
These ten books focus upon how we cope with death’s manifold intrusions into our lives. Thanatology, which examines psychological and sociological impacts of death, is also treated by such seminal works as On Death and Dying (1969), by Elisabeth Kübler-Ross; The Savage God: A Study of Suicide (1972), by A. Alvarez; Final Exit: The Practicalities of Self-Deliverance and Assisted Suicide for the Dying (1991), by Derek Humphry; The Hour of Our Death (1981), by Philippe Aries; and the journal Death Studies. All items are available through The Lamar Soutter Library.

- Arax, Mark. In My Father’s Name: A Family, A Town, a Murder (1997). Reining in his personal feelings of grief and anger, for years journalist Arax probed into his father’s gangland-style murder. This is a moving account of his quest. (Two other noteworthy books in this vein are Lois Duncan’s Who Killed My Daughter? (1992) and James Ellroy’s My Dark Places: An L.A. Crime Memoir (1996).)
- Fisher, M.F.K. Sister Age (1984). Written while in her seventies, this is a collection of stories—whose common themes revolve around death and old age—that derived from this famous writer’s life experiences.
- Gilmore, Mikal. Shot in the Heart (1994). An exercise in exorcising the demons of his past, the brother of executed murderer Gary Gilmore traces the dysfunctional family roots that led to his sibling’s sociopathic behavior.
- Hammer, Signe. By Her Own Hand: Memoirs of a Suicide’s Daughter (1991). Having endured years of feeling sorrow, rage, and guilt, the author tells of her struggle to understand and accept her mother’s suicide when she was nine years old.
- Saroyan, William. Obituaries (1979). Adopting a style at once conversational and familiar, Saroyan shares with us his broad philosophical musings on death, as well as his personal reactions to the demises of some two dozen acquaintances, whose obituaries appeared in the 1976 necrology of Variety.
- Sulzberger, C.L. How I Committed Suicide: A Reverie (1982). Facing retirement during a time of deep bereavement from his wife’s death, this renowned journalist tells of his bittersweet European travels with his beloved dog.

A Silver Anniversary

Gael Evans, a reference librarian at The Lamar Soutter Library, began work at the University 25 years ago. Her first job entailed working at the Circulation Desk, the Interlibrary Loan Department, and doing special projects for the Cataloging Department. At that time, construction on the present library was not yet complete, so Gael, nine colleagues, and sixteen medical students used the Shaw building for work and study.

Working at the University in the mid-seventies was very different as compared to today. For example, smoking in the office was commonplace, Christmas parties included spiked eggnog, and the class size was so small that graduation ceremonies were held in the library. Gael’s work has changed a lot since then, too. Gone are the days when she would ink a mimeograph machine to produce catalog cards, or manually type out the list of the serials owned by the library.

Thanks to computers these tasks are now automated, and have allowed Gael’s position as a librarian to evolve into that of an educational and information specialist. She now develops and teaches training classes to our students and staff and tackles the important job of collection development. For the future, Gael is assisting the library with two new projects: a liaison program designed to facilitate better communication and services with the academic departments, and the establishment of a consumer health library.

Throughout the years Gael has maintained a wonderful sense of humor and is greatly appreciated for her wealth of knowledge in the library profession. On behalf of all of the library staff, we’d like to say Thank You, and Congratulations, Gael!
New Resources for Consumers on the Way

The public is becoming increasingly interested in information on health issues—symptoms, treatments, medications, and choices. In support of those interests, the Lamar Soutter Library is developing a consumer health collection to be housed in a special area within the library. Suitable print materials may also be available in the general, reference, and journal collections in the library. A full range of topics will be covered, from acupuncture and aging to weight management and women’s health issues. This collection will continue to evolve and grow as resources become available.

In addition to print materials, useful information may be found in the audiovisual (AV) collection, housed on the second floor mezzanine. The Time-Life Medical series of thirty videos is available—covering in a thirty-minute visual format many of the topics listed above. The print and AV materials may be used in the

continued on page 4
New Staff
Recent additions to the Circulation staff include John Marengo and Harvey Fenigsohn. John is currently a student at Quinsigamond Community College and plans to transfer to Worcester State College in the spring. Harvey was an English teacher for 23 years at Bancroft School in Worcester, during which time he participated in the Fulbright teacher exchange program in England.

Achievements
Deputy Director Debbie Sibley was co-chair of the 1998 conference of the North Atlantic Health Sciences Libraries (NAHSL) held September 27-29 in Boston. At that conference, Director Elaine Martin participated in a panel, “New Paradigms, New Relationships; Medical School and Affiliated Hospitals.”

Reference Librarian Gael Evans will celebrate 25 years as an employee at UMass Worcester this year (see related article in this issue).

Promotions
Pauline McCormick is now the Catalog Librarian, a new fulltime professional position. She was previously working in a halftime capacity as Coordinator of Contract Catalog and Database Management. Pauline has been employed at the library since 1996.

Kelly Cronin is now the Corporate Information Resources Librarian, another new position. Kelly received the Master of Science in Library and Information Science degree from Simmons College in August. Kelly has worked at the library since 1993 in the Circulation, Interlibrary Borrowing, and Reference departments.

New Photocopiers are Here!
Users of the library’s copy room have been treated to seven new Xerox Bookmark 35 Copy Stations. Customers activate this new generation of copiers only with debit cards. These cards, which may be used and reused indefinitely, are purchasable from either of two dispensers in the copy room. UMass Worcester departments may prefer to buy pre-programmed debit cards from the library’s Financial Officer, Deb Dulmaine-Coonan (856-5830). Other questions pertaining to our new photocopiers should be directed to Jeff Long (856-2080).

New Resources
continued from page 3
library without special request, a borrower’s card, or fee. To check out books and AV materials from the library, borrowers need a library borrowing card. (Please contact the Circulation Desk at 508-856-6099 for more information.) Photocopying facilities are available in the library. Items may also be borrowed via Interlibrary Loan from other libraries.

Other consumer health-related materials can be retrieved from the library’s home page at http://library.ummed.edu under the heading “Biomedical Resources.” In particular, the links for “Consumer/Public Health” and “InfoTrac Searchbank” provide access to information that can be readily beneficial to the layperson. Also, the National Library of Medicine has recently introduced MEDLINEplus, a resource on various diseases and health topics. This site is linked from the “Government Sites” page on the library’s web site. These materials are provided for educational purposes only; any medical decisions should be made in consultation with a qualified health care provider.